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THE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF GUILLEMINITE,
A HYDRAIED Ba-U-Se SHEET STRUCTURE
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AssrRAcr

The cryst3l structure of guilleminite, Ba(UO)dSeO) zOz(tIzO)t, orthorhombic, a 7.084(I), b 7.293(I), c 16.881(4) A,
V 872.1(3) Ar, P2rnm, Z = 2,hasber.n solved by direct methods and refined to anft index of 4.TVobased on975 observed (5o)
reflections measured with MoKo X-radiation on a single-crystal diffractometer. This has resulted in a revision of the chemical
formula and space gtoup. There is one unique Ba atom, coordinated by seven oxygen atoms and three H2O groups in a capped
tri-augmented trigonal prismatic arrangement. There is one unique Se atom coordinated by tbree oxygen atoms, and these four
atoms form a triangular pyramid with Se in the apical position, characteristic of stereoactive lone-pair behavior. There are two
distinct U atoms: U(1) is coordinated by a hexagonal bipyranidal arrangement of oxygen atorns, and U(2) is coordinated by a
pentagonal bipyramidal arrangement ofoxygen atoms. In both polyhedra" the apical oxygen atoms constitute the uranyl oxygen
atoms, with a U-O distance of -1.8 A. The (UO7) groups form edge-sharing dimers that are lfuked into chains of the form
[U:Ora] by sharing edges witl (UO8) monomers. The chains exend along [100] and are cross-linked in the [001] direction by
(SeOr) groups to form sheets of the form [U3(SeO3)rOr] parallel to (010). The sheets are linked along t0101 by interstitial Ba
atoms and by hydrogen bonding involving interstitial (H2O) groups. The sheets are topologically itlentical to the sheets in
phosphuranylite, KCa(H3O)3t{OO)3@O)2O212(JO'I(HrO)8, except for rhe fact rhar (SeO) groups proxy for @O4) groups
in guilleminite.
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SotvftIans

Nous d6crivons la structure cristalline de la guilleminite, Ba(UO)3(SeO3)2O2(H2O)3, phase orthorhombique, a 7.084(l),
b7.293(l), c 16.881(4) A, v872.l?) A3, n pm,2=2;oou. 
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R de 4.7Va en utilisant 975 r6flexions observ6es (5o), mesurdes avec rayonnement MoKcr et un dif&actomBtre i cristal unique.
Les donndes mbnent d une rdvision de la formule chimique et du groupe spatial. Il y a un atome unique de Ba" en coordinence
avec sept atomes d'oxygane et fois groupes H2O, articul6s en forme de prisme figonal chapeaut6 et avec un compl6ment de
trois anions. L'atome de Se, et les trois atomes d'oxygbne qui lui sont coordonnds, constituent une pyramide triangulaire ayant
l'atome de Se dans la position apicale, ce qui caract6rise la prdsence d'une paire d'6lectrons isol6s st6r6oactifs. La structure
contient aussi deux atomes distincts d'uranium: U(1) est entour6 d'atomes d'oxygbne dans un agencement hexagonal
bipyramidal tandis que dans le cas de U(2), les atomes d'oxygbne d6finissentun arrangement en bipyramide pentagonale. Dans
les deux cas, les atomes d'oxygbne apicaux font partie d'un goupe uranyle, la liaison U-O ayant une longueur d'environ 1.8 A.
Les gtoupes (UOr) sont agenc6s en dimbres partageant une ar6te; ces dimeres sont agenc6s en chalnes [U3O1a] par partage
d'ar6tes avec des monomdres (UO6). Ces chalnes, allong6es selon [100], sont aussi li6es dans la direction [@1] par des groupes
(SeO3) pour former des feuillets [U3(SeO3)rOr] paralldles n (010). Ces feuillets sont li6s I'un h I'autre dans la direction [010]
par des atomes interstitiels de Ba et par des Iiaisons hydrogane impliquatt des groupes (H2O) interstitiels. Les feuillets seraient
topologiquement identiques i ceux de la phosphuranylite, KCa(H:O)l[{QO)3(PO)zOzlzQOt](HrO)8, sauf que dans la
guiJleminite, les groupes (SeOr) remplacent les groupes @Oa).

(Iraduit par la Rddaction)

Mots-cl€s: guilleminite, structure cristalline, rnin6ral uranifbre, s616nite, bar1rum.

hqrnooucnoN

Guilleminite is a hydrated selenite of barium and
uranium first described by Pierrot et al. (L965) fromthe
oxidized zone of the copper-cobalt deposit of
Musonoi, ktuogu, Zure. It occurs as coatings and
silky masses, and as small canary-yellow orthorhombic

crystals in geodes. As part of a study of uranium oxide
and oxysalt crystals, we here report a crystal-structure
determination for guilleminite.

Epnnnrnmar

The crystals used in this study are from the Musonoi
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TABLE 1. MISCELIANEOUS INFORMATION FOR GUILT.EMINITE

a 6) 7.034(11 crystal size (mml 0.19 x 0.11 x O.O2
b 7.293(11 Rsdlatl@ MoKqlQr
c 16.881(4) No. of intensities 1251
vlA3) 872.1(3) No. of l4l > 5o(lF.l l 975
Sp. Gr. F2,nm Rlazimuthal) oh 21.9 - 2.3
z 2 R(obsl% 4.7

wnlobsl oh 5.2
CsllcontenG 2{Bat(UOr}r(SeO3}2Orl(H,O)3}
a = : ( l r . l  - 1 4 l l / : l 4 l

wR = IturyllF"l - lF"l)'.ffib, w *'l

mine, Kolwezi, Katang4 Zaire, and were generously
donated for this study by Mr. William Pinch.
hecession photography confirmed the orthorhombic
nature of the crystals but showed violations of the
c-glide for the space group Pncm and ceU orientation
used by Pierrot e/ al. (1965). A platy crystal (Table l)
w'ur mounted on a Nicolet ft3n automated four-circle
diffractometer. Thirty-five reflections rrere cenlered
using graphite-monocbromated MoKcr X-radiation.
The unit-cell dimensions (Table 1) were derived from
the setting angles of the thirty-five automatically
aliped reflections by least-squares techniques. After
solution and refinement of the stucture. we reoriented
the unit cell and repeated the refinement in this new
orientation so that the U-Se-O sheet that constitutes
the structural unit in guilleminite would be oriented
perpendicular to [010], as is the case with U-.Se-O
sheets in other U-oxysalt minerals. Data were collected
using the 0-20 scan method; a variable scan-rate
proportional to the peak intensity was used, with
maximum and minimum scan-raters of 29.3'20lmin and
3.5"20lmin, respectively. A total of 1336 reflections
was measured over the range 4" <20 3 60', with index

ranges 0 < h < 9,0 < k < 10, 0 < I 3 23. Two standard
reflections were measured every fifty-eight reflections;
no significant changes in their intensities occurred
during data collection. An empirical absorption-corec-
tion, based on 36 psi-scans for each of 11 reflections
over tle whole 20 range, was applied, with the crystal
modeled as a {001} plate. The absorption-correction
reduced R(azimuthal) trom 2L9 to 2.3Vo. Reflections
with a plate-glancing angle less than 5o were discarded;
the value of 5o was determined by using a range
of glancing angles and determining where the effect of
varying the glancing angle produced no improvement
in the refinement. The remaining data were corected
for Lorentz, polarization and background effects; ofthe
t251 reflections remaining after tle absorption
correction, there were 975 unique observed reflections
having Fl< SolFl.

Srnucnrns Soltmou AND RtrtNgvENr

Scattering curyes for neutral atoms, together with
anomalous-dispersion corections, were taken from
Cromer & Mann (1968) and Cromer & Liberman
(1970), respectively. R indices are ofthe form given in
Table I and are expressed as percentages. The Siemens
SHELXTL PLUS (PC version) system of progmltts
was used tbroughout this study.

Direct methods revealed the heavy-atom positions,
and successive cycles of difference-Fourier synthesis
and refinement gave the anion positions. Full-matrix
least-squares refinement of all variable parameters for
a model involving anisotopic displacement of the
cations and isotropic displacement of the anions
converged to an R index of 4.77o. Fnzl atomic para-
meters are listed in Table 2" and selected interatomic
distances are given in Table 3. Structure factors may be
obtained from the Depository of Unpublished Data,
CISTI, National Research Council, Ottawa, Ontario
KlA 0S2.

TAELE 2. FINAL PAMMETERS FOR GUIITMINITE

B o 0
utl) 0.8208(7)
ut2l o,3222t81
S€ 0,8302(9)
ol1) 0.840t7]
o{2) 0.604(61
o(3) 0.140(41
o(41 0.298r,
o(5, 0.367(4)
0(6) o.3o3El
om 0.994(51
o(8) 0.292(31
o(9) 0.056(5)
w(1) 0,61716)
w(2) 0.15416)

0.0786(4) O 21 1(8) 83n 1)
o.3s12t2t 'U2 109(31 23(6)
0.3942il, 0.3917t11 101(21 24t4)
0.3713(41 0.2S6S(2) r63t7l 73t121
o.14ts(41 112 171101)
0.325(4) 'U2 1 13{67)
0.403(41 1t2 83(61)
0.363(6) 0 289(98)
0.836(3t 0.397(1) 141|411
0.147(3) 0.386(1) 226|57t
0.433(41 0.365t21 2e1|52l
o.42B|'3l 0.26011) 10s(48)
0.384(81 0.38212) 236(65'
o.1 1916t 0 213(97)
0.099151 0.158(3) 689(101t

1 7 3 1 1 2 ) 3 7 0 ( 1 8 ) 0 0 - 6 t 1 3 )

1 4 9 ( 6 ) 1 5 1 ( 8 1 0 0 4 ( 0 )

161(4) 117141 7t4t -9(8) -216)

2661141 132(111 17(10t 1412q 7(181

' U = u x 1o4 1q ua and Ud th€ orisotropic displacsmont erponatr bk6s thg tom -21(lfa" ur...+2hka'b'ud,
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TABLE 3. BOND DISTANCES (A} FOR GUILLEIVTINFE TABLE 4. BOND.VALENCE ARBANGEMENTT IN GULLEMINITE

u(1) u(21 Ssu( l1-o(1)  1.79(3)
un )-o(2) 2,3ot4t
u(1)-o(3)b 2.27(3t
U(l1-o(4)c 1.80(4)
u(1)-o(7) ,h 2.61(3)
u(1)-o(9),h 2.62(3)
<u( l ) -o> 2.33

Ba-O(1)a 2.90(61
Ba-O(2)a 2.93(31
Ba-O(4) 2,9714],
Ba-O(s)d,€ 2,90l2t
Ba-O(6)a,f 2.90(3)
Ba-W(1)g 2.73141
Ba-W(2),j 2.88141
<Ba-O> 2,89

x2
x2

u(2)-o(2' 2.29121
u(2)-o(3) 2.24(21
u(2)-o(5) '1.78t21

u(2)-o(6) 1.81t21
U(2)-o(7)s 2.s9(41
u(2)-o(8) 2.41(21
u(2)-o(9) 2.42(31
<u(2)-o> 2.19

se-O(71 1.70(3)
Se-O(8)i 1.68(21
se-o(g) 1.86(3)
<So-O> 1.68

o (11  1 .83
o(2t 0.62
o(3) 0.06
o(41 1.78
o(61
o(6)
o(7) 0.36{l
o(8)
o(9) o.35u r
w ( l )
w(2)

0.20 2.o3
0.63'* 0.18 2.Oo
o.7&- 2.06

o .17  1 .9s
1.87 0.20u I 2.O7
1.74 0.20,1 1.94
0.53 1.25 2.14
0 .51  1 .31  1 .42
0.50 1.37 2.22

0.30 0.30
0,214{ O.21

x2
x2

x2

Equivaldnt positions: a: x-,h, i, z- 1Ai bt x + 1, y, zi
c t  x+  1A, l  +1 ,  z+  I l t  d t  x -y " ,  |  +  1 ,7  +  h ;  ez  x -1" ,

l + 1 . 2 - % :  t : x - t A , l , 7 + Y , t  g l x - 1 , y ,  z t  n t x , V ,
? + 1 ;  i :  x +  % , i + 1 , 7 + % ;  j z x , v , 7

CnsI!trcAL FoRMUT-q

Pierrot et al. (1965) reported the formula of
guilleminite as Ba(UO)3(SeO3)2(Olt)a.3H2O. As is
apparent from Table 2o the anion part of the chemical
formula must be revised. The Ba, uranyl, selenite and
H2O components of the previous formula are correct,

6.31 6.48 2.O7 3.93

' Calculated with th6 paramotors of Brown (198 1).

but there are only two additional anions, rather than the
four in the original formula. Furthermore, local bond-
valence sums Cfable 4) indicate that these anions are
O2- rather than OH-, and this satisfies the requirement
of overall electroneutality. Hence the formula of
guilleminite is Ba(UO)3(SeO3)2O2(H2O)3.

CoonnnrerloN oF TrrE CATIoNS

The coordination polyhedra around tle cations
in guilleminite are illustrated in Figure 1. Ba is
surrounded by seven oxygen atoms and three HrO

0t4)

O r r r r l'l'\--o"'' Ftc. 1. The cation coor-
dination polyhedra in
guilleminite: (a) the
U(1)o3 polyhedron, (b)
the U(2)O7 polyhedron,
(c) the BaOr(HrO): poly-
hedron, (d) the SeO3
polyhedron. Ba-(HzO)
bonds are shown by
broken lines.

0{6)f

v{2lJ

U I O J O

0(5)d

(d)
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groups at distances from2.73 to 2.97 4,, with a mean
distance of 2.89 A; this is a very restricted range of
distances for such a large coordination polyhedron, and
hence there is not the usual problem of determining
whether the longest distances represent significant
bonds. The oxygen atoms form a capped trigonal
prism @g. 1c), augmented by three H2O groups in a
tiangular axrangement.

Selenium is coordinated to three oxygen atoms
arranged in a triangle, with the central cation signifi-
cantly displaced from the plane of the oxygen atoms
(Fig. 1d). This triangular pyramidal coordination is
typical for Se# and is indicative of stereoactive
lone-pair behavior. The observed <Se-O> distance,
1.68 A, is within the range of <Se-O> distances
observed in inorganic structures Qlawthome et al.
1987).

The U(1) cation is surrounded by six equatorial
oxygen atoms with U(l)-O distances in the range
2.n-2.62 A and by tw-o '1ranyl" (apical) oxygen
atoms 1.79 and 1.80 A from the central cation.
the anio:rs forming a hexagonal bipyramid around the
central U(1) atom; the <U(l)-O> distance is 2.33 A.
The U(2) cation is surrounded by five equatorial
oxygen atoms with U(2)-O distances in the range
2.24-2.42,4 and by two apical oxygen atoms at 1.78
and 1.81 A from the central cation, the anions forming
a pentagonal bipyramid around the central U(2) atom;

the <U(2)-O> distance is 2.19 A. The larger <U-O>
distance for the U(1) cation is in accord with the higher
coordination number for U(1) relative to U(2). The
bond-valence sums around the U cations (fable 4) are
significantly larger than their ideal values of 6.0 va
(valence units), a fairly typical situation for Utu that
suggests that the bond-valence curve for Ue-O is
somewhat inaccurate.

Srnucn:ner CoNNecrrvrrY

The UQo (Q: unspecified anion) polyhedra poly-
merize to form an imFortant chain component of the
guilleminite structure. Two UQ7 pentagonal bipyramids
share an edge to form a [U2Q12] dimer. These dimers
link to form a chain of the type [U:Qra] by sharing
edges with UQ3 hexagonal bipyramids @g. 2). These
chains extend along [100] and are elessJinked in the
[001] direction by SeO3 groups, with adjacent tu:Qr+l
chains staggered such that they pack as densely as
possible in the (010) plane @ig. 2). This strongly
bonded sheet is the structural unit of guilleminite,
with Ba and H2O as the interstitial species. The
[U3(SeO3)2Qs] sheets are linked in the [010] direction
by Ba atoms and by hydrogen bonds. As is apparent in
Figure 3, the sheets are modulated in the [001] direc-
tion, and the modulations of adjacent sheets intermesh.
The fact that the structural unit is a sheet parallel to

T
I
a

I

c-=-_t
Ftc. 2. The (U$,XSeO:) sheet in guilleminite projected down [010]; the polyhedra are

shaded as follows: U(l)Os by irregular dots; U(2)O7 by crosses; SeO3 by solid black.
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FrG. 4. Part of the crystal
sfucture of guilleminite
projected down an axis 7o
away from [001]; the
polyhedra are shaded as in
Figure 3. The upper part
of the diagram shows the
actual position of Ba and
its coordination: the lower
part ofthe diagram shows
Ba at the position it would
occupy if guilleminite
were centrosymmetric.

C_l
Flo. 3. The crystal structure of guilleninite projected down an axis 10o away from [100]; the polyhedra are shaded as in Figure 2,

SeO3 groups are shaded black, as are Se atoms on the right side ofthe diagram; Ba atoms are shown as latticed circles.
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(010) accounts for the perfect {010} cleavage in
guilleminite.

The guilleminite structure has mnked Pmnrn
pseudosymmetry. The aspect of the structure that
breaks Pmnrn symmetry is the position of Ba and the
positions of the three equatorial H2O groups. The Ba
atom is displaced *1.2 A from the pseudo-(100)-
mirror plane al x = !lz, and the tbree HrO groups are
slightly displaced from positions required by true
mirror symmetry; Figure 4 shows both these aspects of
the stucture in the upper interstitial layer. In the lower
interstitial layer, the Ba atom is shown on the pseudo-
mirror plane; note that the coordination of the Ba atom
changes quite markedly. In the real stucture (upper
layer), the Ba coordination is a tri-augmented mono-
capped riangular prism, whereas in the idealized
Prnnrn strlcme (lower layer) the Ba coordination is a
gable disphenoid (Johnson 1966). This displacement is
due possibly to the bond-valence requirements of the
O(l) and O(4) anions. In the real structwe, the
Ba-O(l) and Ba-O(4) distances ue2.9A arLd297 A,
respectively. If Ba were to occur on the mirror plane,
these Ba-Q(l) and Ba-O(4) distances would lengthen
to -3.9 A, well beyond any significant bonding
interaction; this would result in a drastic incident bond-
valence deficiency at the Ba atom (with a sum of

-L.63 vu, Table 4) and less pronounced deficiencies
at O(1) and O(4). Thus the incident bond-valence
requirements of the interstitial Ba atom seem
reasonable for the P21nm (rather than Prnnm)
symmety of guilleminite. However, it is possible that
guilleminite might transform to this symmetry at
higher temperature, provided dehydration were
suppressed.

RsmoN To OrnER Srnucn:nss

The structural unit in guilleminite is topologicaly
identical to the sheet in phosphuranylite, KCa(H3O)3
t{gor3(POrzOz}zQO)l(H2O)s (Demartin er aL
1991), except that in the latter sfructure, the cross-
linkage between the tu:$r+l chains occurs via @O)
groups rather than (SeO3) groups (Fig. 5), and
the sheets in phosphuranylite are cross-linked into a
framework by UQo octahedra. The similarity of the
sheets in each mineral is directly apparetrt from their
cell dimensions:- aex2 = boalnrd cr= co,In guilleminite,
the SeO. grouls flanking 

-the' 
[U3Q1a] chain

are identical as a result of tanslational symmety
(Frg. 2), whereas in phosphuranylite, the conesponding
tetrahedra point up and down the a axis
(Frg. 5).

b

c- - . ' l
Ftc. 5. The structural unit in phosphuranylite projected down [@j; the shading

corresponds to that used in Fig. 2, except that (POt tetrahedra are shaded by parallel
lines.
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